
Building Utilization Ethnographic Survey 

Date of Study: December 10 and 11 2019 

Population: Library Patrons using Library space    
Format:  Ethnographic survey   

Type:  Observational free-text    

Method: To supplement the photo ethnographic survey that we completed in November, as well as the other Building 
Utilization Assessment projects, we selected times during finals to observe how the students are using the Library spaces 
and record our observations.  

Data: See Appendix. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
Discussion of the Data:  

Lower Level: 

- Quiet study room not that popular 
- No one using collab spaces were using the screens 
- Fairly popular area, mostly quiet use. Good mix of grouped seating and solo 
- Overall, the lower level was fairly quiet 
- Grad area fairly well used, but can’t confirm that they were all grad students. 
- 107 open area very popular with the mixed seating (carrels, bean bag seats, lounge seats, etc). Lots of electrical 

outlets in this area. 
- Hallway seating fairly popular, could be because of the dim lighting and powered tables. 

Main Level 

- Very limited use of lounge chairs 
- Use of high top tables as standing desks 
- Spaces (math lab, tutoring room, writing center) that were made available as extra study space for students 

after 6pm were not used that often. Especially compared to the rest of the building, which was near capacity. 
- Charging station in café was typically about half-full. 
- Café had a good mix of group work and individual work.  
- Innovation lab was popular and very quiet. 
- Café and innovation lab popular because of big windows & natural light? 

Upper Level 

- Some lounge seating use, mostly the ones directly next to windows.  
- Computers left charging next to wall. 
- North side carrels not as full, likely because of a lack of electrical outlets. Only full at times when rest of the 

building full. 
- Back area near curric and dvd collections was an interesting space. The seating was mixed and got a lot of use. 

Some students took those bean bag seats and created a comfortable, secluded space between the wall and the 
last curric stack. 

- White boards very popular 

General 

- Trash and recycling bins throughout building often overflowing. 



- Lots of students had left their belongings behind to hold their seats. This was especially true around the lunch 
and dinner hours. Shows that they trust the Library as a safe environment. 

- White boards very popular, some as privacy screens 
- Areas of the building with lots of natural light (café, innovation lab, carrels and tables on the upper level, and 

grad study room) tend to fill up before the other areas.  
- The spaces with electrical outlets nearby also filled up first.  
- We had to bring out folding tables and chairs that were in storage to meet the high demands for seating.  

Recommendations:  

Easy fixes: 

- Add electrical outlets to the northside carrel wall 
- Replace soft lounge seating with seating that students have shown to prefer 
- Advertise the extra study space (math, tutoring, writing, 114) better. 
- Provide more rolling white boards 
- Get bigger trash and recycling bins and request a more frequent ABM presence to empty bins. 
- Look at how many vacant carrels are in the Quiet Study Room and determine if they are more useful elsewhere 

in the building 

Long term planning:  

- Think critically about the spaces on the lower level, especially the microforms area and the open area 
in 107, and how they can be redesigned/updated to better accommodate the students who like to 
study there.  

- Update the furniture in the back area of the Upper level to be more consistent and/or more flexible.  
- Find ways to add more outlets throughout the building. 
- During finals, investigate the turn-away rate for students unable to find spaces and how to mitigate.  

 

Crazy idea?:  

- Knock out some of the walls on the upper level and add windows for more natural lighting.  
- Because students appear to like studying in isolated areas, add private study rooms 
- Real-time seating availability app so students can see where seats are available.  

 

  



Appendix: 

Appendix 1. Selection of Notes 

 

















 

 

 

 


